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Medieval times - blessing or curse

A curse (also called a jinx, hex or execration) is any expressed wish that some form of adversity or 

misfortune will befall or attach to some other entity—one or more persons, a place, or an object. In 

particular, "curse" may refer to a wish that harm or hurt will be inflicted by any supernatural powers, 

such as a spell, a prayer, an imprecation, an execration, magic, witchcraft, God, a natural force, or a 

spirit.

A blessing (also used to refer to bestowing of such) is the infusion of something with holiness, spiritual 

redemption, or divine will. The modern English language term bless likely derives from the 1225 term 

blessen. The term also appears in other forms, all meaning to make sacred or holy by a sacrificial custom in 

the Anglo-Saxon pagan period, originating in Germanic paganism; to mark with blood. <wikipedia>

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wish
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adversity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Entity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supernatural
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spell_(paranormal)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prayer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magic_(paranormal)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Witchcraft
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/God
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_phenomenon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spirit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sacred
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redemption_(theology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Will_of_God
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anglo-Saxon_paganism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Germanic_paganism
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2016 - blessing or curse
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blessing or curse

Everything we hear, is an opinion not a fact.               

Everything we see is an perspective, not the truth.
Marcus Aurelius





secure and mobile e-learning platformsSo what is the key factor for any change then ? - US !
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Transformation is in our DNA and always affected humans
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The key factor of for the digital transformation

Boomer
1945-1964

• Face to Face or call

• Loyal to Job

• Print me a copy

• Respect my title

• Focus on process

• Work comes first

GenX
1964-1980

• Email or IM

• Work to live

• Send me a copy

• Respect my ideas

• Focus on results

• Family comes first

Millennial
1980-2000

• Just text me

• Play then work

• I’ll google it myself

• Respect my skills

• Focus on involvement

• Friends come first

confident                      

open to change          

connected

AND =>
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But could YOU change as an organization to make the digital 

transformation a success ?





Indicative of consumerization driving human productivity

Despite the fact that iOS mobile operating system remains king of the mobile 

platforms, in general all mobile operating systems are dominating and driving the

global enterprise workforce.
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What is the „mindset“ of the cloud ?

old PC world old data center world

don’t own 

stuff
moves, adds, 

change
predictive 

curation



The office is where you are

!
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Remote

Co-located

Co-

located

Remote

dependency on the location

depedency on time

travel time

unscalable, physical environment

dedicated / expensive affiliates

remote work @ customer /partners 

flexible work times

time savings

digital scalabilty

activity based affiliates

The digital transformation is changing
the definition of work
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- weaknesses of the traditional IT

+  strengths of the traditional IT

The four pillars of the cloud



It‘s all about choice



It‘s all about choice

The cloud market is like any other market: 

choice - flexibility - cost 



It‘s „all about the benjamins“                                                 
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But could YOU change as an organization to make the digital 

transformation a success ?
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10 aspects to make the digital transformation work

1. Organize the transition from presence to performance culture

Many companies already no longer appliy the old principle that employees sit together in an office building 

8-17 am and overtime are measured consistently. 

Employees are instead mobile, working from the road and escape by a review of the performance of the 

presence in the workplace. 

Here the principle of fairness applies, after all the employees talk to each other.

Different objectives for top performers should therefore be accompanied by appropriate rewards, 

so there will be no motivation slumps and the feeling of inequality.
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10 aspects to make the digital transformation work

2. Check performance with flair

A new measurement principle of worker performance and often widely distributed teams to make an 

inspection of the services more difficult - but it is crucial to ensure that problems are not detected too late.

Leaders must achieve a balance between control (eg through regular interim reports) and clearance. Here 

soft skills are in demand, because every team and every employee will react differently to the request of 

the team leader after reports: While some feedback rounds welcome, others feel patronized and suggest a 

distrust of executives. 

Important for all is an open communication and consistent standards, as by an hour tracking.
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10 aspects to make the digital transformation work

3. Clarify responsabilities and powers

Distributed teams with colleagues in different locations bring new questions with yourself:

Is the disciplinary executives responsible or the technical supervisors?

Who may give instructions to whom? 

What usually results in office discussions, is enhanced by working with distributed teams on 

through clear  guidelines and votes among executives to help you here.
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10 aspects to make the digital transformation work

4. Get the teams together

For team collaboration, a sense of belonging is crucial - but that can not be so easily be achieved, when  

when colleagues only meet very rarely.

Teambuilding exercises are becoming increasingly important, but what also helps are regular "Town Hall" 

meetings or videoconferences with all employees to provide a "we" feeling and making among colleagues 

also known.

They see themselves not as a lone fighter, but as part of a larger whole.
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10 aspects to make the digital transformation work

5. Motivate your employees

According to studies, the praise of the staff came even before the modern world of work too short, although 

there was the possibility of personal praise at work. 

That your employees are no longer physically present, but does not mean that they can not be happy to 

hear. For good performance, this may also in a larger group, such as via round mails, presenting and team 

results carried. To honor not only performers and motivate them to further good results, but also inspire 

colleagues to perform better. And show the still important in the digital age appreciation.

The fact that employees are no longer physically present, does not mean that they will not be happy 

to hear that.



10 aspects to make the digital transformation work

6. Make yourself available

The “new digital reality” will often mean that supervisors areeven more difficult to reach for the employees 

than in times when everyone was present in fixed offices. 

Take counter actions against that, so that the team does not feel excluded. You will get more feedback, 

more interaction and results delivered on time.

Offer fixed times for your team! - times where you can be reached and perform a "consultation" in 

which an employee can come with both professional as well as personal questions about you. 

And keep these dates necessarily so feels valued the team.
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10 aspects to make the digital transformation work

7. Utilize the technical achievements of the digital age

Although studies show that e-mails are still the most popular way of communication, but they are not the 

most efficient one. Tools of all kinds can help to distribute tasks to communicate in a team and collaborate 

from different locations. 

Check with the team after introduction of new communications ways for feedback, take concerns seriously 

and make the benefits clear.

Important: Let the introduction of technical measures always start with your IT department because 

privacy and compliance guidelines should come first.
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10 aspects to make the digital transformation work

8. Care for your communication style

Communication also consists of facial expressions and gestures, which can not be transmitted by email or 

phone. 

Therefore, whenever you talk (communicate) to your staff, pay particular attention to the choice of your 

words, so that criticism, comments or instructions are not perceived negatively.

When in doubt, it's worth it to pick up the phone. For really critical issues you should personally 

meet with your colleagues or use video telephony, as there is a personal contact is maintained.
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10 aspects to make the digital transformation work

9. Start thinking like a startup company

Startups are popular employers and attract creative and productive employees,  despite worse "traditional" 

conditions as compensation and working hours. 

They impress with agility, speed, creativity and productivity - and because workers are more interconnected 

and work towards common goals. You have more freedom to realize their ideas and work together on 

projects. 

Consider in modernizing your work models therefore not only individual elements such as depart-

ments or employees, but the company as a whole. Solve on isolated areas and link departments.
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10 aspects to make the digital transformation work

10. Bring all generations „in“

For sure, that among all your employees, there are only a few “Digital Natives”, which like to use 

collaboration tools and want to work as a startup in your company. 

But older or longterm colleagues that are working for many years, are maabe skeptical about changes. 

Talk to these colleagues about the fears. Prevent the emergence of "parallel societies" in companies 

that do not accept your suggestions - Open communication is critical to hold the team and to swear 

to the modern world of work.



It‘s „all about the benjamins“                                                 
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So decide for yourself: blessing or curse ?
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